Candidates'Performance
Paper 1
Paper 1 consists oftwo sections, multiple-choice questions in Section A and conventional questions in Section B.
All questions in both sections are compulsory.
Section A (multiple-choice questions)
Section A consisted of33 multiple-choice questions (ofwhich one item was deleted) and the mean score was 17.
Items where candidates'performance was typically weaker will be discussed below.
2.

°
0.3 kg of water at temperature 50 ° C is mixed with 0.2 kg of ice at temperature O C in an insulated
container ofnegligible heat capacity. W區is the final temperature of the mixture ?
一1
一1
Given: specific heat capacity ofwater = 4200 J kg
5
specific latent heat offusion ofice = 3.34 x 10 J kg-1

oc

A.
*B .
C.

D.

-l.8 °C
0 °C
l.8 ° C
3.0 ° C

(26%)
( 39%)
(22%)
(13%)

About one quarter ofthe candidates chose option A which is physically not possible.
5.

一1

A car travelling at 80 km b-1 due east changes direction and travels at 60 km b
diagram represents the change in velocity ofthe car ?
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(76%)

一1

�Okmh

*D.

due north. Which

宣

53 ° :

(18%)

100 lan�

Many candidates mistook the resultant velocity as the change in velocity.
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9.

A crane moves a load of weight W steadily from point P to point Q as shown.

+4 Q

2 4.

+Q

0

15cm

Point charges +4 Q and +Qare fixed on the x-axis with +4 Q at the origin O and +Q at x = 15 cm as shown.
The respective electric fields due to the two charges are equal at
A.
B.
C.
*D.

B.
C.
D.

Wy.
W(x+y).
Wz.
Wz cos 0.

(25%)
(13%)
(17%)
(45%)

26.

Two filament light bulbs X and Y are connected in parallel to a dry cell. Xis brighter than Y. Which
statements are correct ?
(1)
(2)
(3)

In this context, the work done by the crane turns into gain in gravitational potential energy. Only one
quarter of the candidates were able to choose the correct answer.
17.

A parallel•sided glass sheet separates water from air. A ray oflight in water is incident at an angle 0 on the
glass sheet and finally emerges into air along the glass air interface as shown. Find 0.
Given: refractive index of water is 1.33.

29.

啊

(37%)
(17%)
(13%)
(33%)

J

(7%)
(48%)
(8%)
(37%)

wall

(1) only
(1) and (2) only
(2) and (3) only
(1), (2) and (3)

This item was deleted due to inadequate discrimination power. Candidates might have different
understandings of the effects of increasing the signal generator's frequency on the accuracy of the
experiment.
30.

Which statement is correct when the frequency ofthe vibrator doubles?

A sinusoidal a.c. of a certain frequency delivers a r.m.s. voltage Vr.m.s.·If its frequency is doubled and its
peak voltage is halved, what would be the r.m.s. voltage ?

21 Vr.m.s.

(33%)

B.

✓2l V...m.s.

(22%)

C.

I
刃
V..m.s.

(33%)

D.

v,.m.s.

(12%)

* A.
(4%)
(33%)
(14%)
(49%)

About one-third of the candidates thought that the wave speed will double as the frequency doubles
{optionB).
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Ensure the plane of the search coil is perpendicular to the field lines.
Increase the signal generator's frequency and use the same current as before.
Set the axis of the solenoid along an east-west direction to avoid the effects of the Earth's
magnetic field.

AB c D

A string is tied to a vibrator while the other end is fixed to a wall. A stationary wave is fonned as shown.

The wavelength will double.
The wave speed will double.
The amplitude will be halved.
Particles X and Y will become vibrating in phase.

A student uses a search coil to study the strength of the magnetic field inside a long solenoid which is
connected to an a.c. signal generator set at a certain frequency. Which of the following can improve the
accuracy of this experiment ?
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4 1.2 °
48.8°
53.1 °
It depends on the refractive index of glass.

More than one-third ofthe candidates thought that 0 depends on the refractive index of glass (optionD).

A.
B.
C.
*D.

(1) and (2) only
(1) and (3) only
(2) and (3) only
(1), (2) and (3)

It seemed that some candidates did not fully understand the defmition of'potential difference'as more
than one-third ofthem wrongly held that statement (3) is incorrect.

air

18.

In Is, the n皿her of charges flowing through Xis greater than that flowing through Y.
In 1 s, the electrical energy dissipated by Xis greater than that dissipated by Y.
For every unit charge passing, the electrical energy dissipated by Xis equal to that dissipated by
Y.
A.
B.
C.
*D.

A.
*B.
C.
D.

(34%)
(20%)
(16%)
(30%)

Only 30% ofthe candidates were able to fmd the point at which the respective electric fields have the same
magnitude and direction.

The work done on the load by the crane is
* A.

x = IO cm.
x = 12 cm.
x = 20 cm.
x = 30 cm.

Many candidates had difficulty in relating the r.m.s. voltage and the peak voltage in this question.
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Paper2

School-based Assessment

Paper 2 co邱isted of four se函ons. Each section contained eight multiple-choice questions and one structured
question which carried 10 marks. Section A contained questions on'Astronomy and Space Science', Section B on
the'Atomic World', Section Con'Energy and Use of Energy' and Section Don'Medical Physics'. Candidates
were required to attempt all questions in two ofthe four sections.
Question

Popularity
(%)

1

20

2
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Performance in General

」

Candidates had difficulty in explaining the relationship of absolute magnitude,
apparent magnitude and luminosity ofa star in (a). Most of them ust simply stated
the meaning of each of the terms. Part (b) was well answered although not many
mentioned the correct assumption that both celestial bodies are taken as black
bodies. In (c)(i), stronger candidates were able to relate the terms of the equation
given with those of an equation of a straight line y = mx + c. Most performed well in
(c)(ii).
In (a)(i), many candidates w�e not aware that the current saturates at a voltage of
1.0 V (which is larger than O V) for the photocell concerned. Candidates did not
fully unde「stand what (a)(ii) asked for and very few obtained the correct answer
using the information from the graph. In answering (b)(i), some mistook the result
found in (a)(ii) as the work function and a lot of them failed to di耷erentiate maximum
kinetic energy, work function and stopping potential. Candidates were able to apply

All school candidates sitting for HKDSE Physics have to participate n School-based Assessment (SBA). For the
i
2016 examination, 11280 students from 427 schools submitted their SBA marks this year. The schools were
divided into 24 groups and the implementation of SBA by the teachers in each group was monitored by a District
Coordinato「(DC). The DCs were also responsible for reviewing the submitted samples ofstudents'work.
A statistical moderation method was adopted to moderate the SBA scores submitted by schools. Outlier schools
after statistical moderation were identified for further follow-up by the SBA Supervisor. 53 .8% ofschools fall into
the'within the expected range'category, with 29.9% of schools having marks slightly higher than expected, and
16.3% of schools having marks slightly lower than expected. This is encouraging as the data shows that the
majority of the teachers do have a good understanding about the SBA implementation, and hence the marking
standards are generally appropriate.
Some schools were visited by the DCs to gather first-hand information on the implementation ofSBA in schools.
From the feedback ofteachers and the DC's reports, the assessment process was smooth and effective in general.
SBA marks were submitted on time and all requirements of SBA were met. The major observations for this year's
SBA are:
1.

Most schools opted for the write-up of a detailed report while an increasing number ofschools did implement
Investigative Study for SBA, in which students were asked to plan and design an experiment to come up with
possible solutions to an'open-ended'task. The goal of a detailed report is to help students develop the
science process skills to handle tasks without detailed instruction. The design, format and tasks of those
experiments on various topics were diverse and most ofthem were appropriate. There were just a few cases
that students should have been provided opportunities for more demanding tasks through which they could
demonstrate their higher ability skills.

2.

Based on the SBA submission, the majority of teachers submitted a total of4 to 5 experiments for assessment,
which was more than the minimum requirement. Teachers selected a diverse range of experiments as
practical tasks, and these tasks were ofan appropriate level of difficulty and relevant to the curriculum. The
popular list includes projectile motion, refractive index and critical angle of a glass block, focal length of a
lens, wavelength of visible light and diffraction grating, measurement ofresistance of a wire and magnetic
flux of a current-carrying solenoid. Some experiments involve the verification ofBoyle's Law, Ohm's Law,
inverse square law, centripetal force and interference of waves. It was encouraging that some teachers
provided extended questions to stretch high-tier students to experience a full range ofscience process skills.

3.

Most reports were satisfactorily marked. Besides indicating marks awarded to different parts of the reports,
teachers are advised to provide assessment criteria and written feedback in the reports wherever appropriate
in order to enhance assessment for learning. Common errors made by students in areas, such as
measurements and observations, presentation ofresults, graphical works and analysis can be highlighted by
teachers, together with what is acceptable or what is not acceptable in the work assessed, so that students can
learn from these errors.

4.

In general, most of the tasks selected or devised are suitable for SBA as well as for students'learning.
However, there were a few cases in which the experiments chosen for assessment just involved limited
science process skills. Teachers are advised to exercise professional judgment in selecting and devising
tasks/worksheets that allow students to demonstrate their science process skills and competencies.

。

he to find A but some forgot to convert the画t eV to J or just found the
A= 一

threshold frequency instead of wavelength. In (b)(ii), most candidates knew that the
larger the wavelength, the smaller the energy ofthe source and thus, were able to
deduce a correct conclusion. Part (c) was well answered though some candidates
thought that a greater saturation current is the result of increased frequency.
3

4

85

27

l

In (a)(i), most candidates mentioned that the turbine wil not move when the wind
speed is too low, but few ofthem pointed out that it is due to the friction between the
contact surfaces. Some candidates knew that the turbine will be damaged when the
wind speed is high, however, not many went on to elaborate that the turbine is
actually shut down to prevent such damage. Part (a)(ii) was well answered. In (bXi),
many took it for granted that the efficiency of the wind turbine remained the same at
different wind speeds. Instead of finding the required wind speed from the graph
provided, they tried to calculate the'expected'wind speed by using an incorrect
efficiency. In (bXii)(I), most candidates were able to find the total output power of
the wind farm, but some failed to relate it precisely with the time period within which
the pumped hydroelectric storage system needs to generate electricity. In (b)(ii)(II),
quite a number of them mixed up the pump's input power and output power, and as a
result employed an incorrect expression of efficiency in the calculation.
Most candidates were able to identify the correct picture for radionuclide imaging in
(a)(i) and mentioned that the patient needs taking in a radionuclide. However, many
failed to point out that the image is formed by the accumulation of radionuclide at the
target organ. They simply stated that an image is fonned as there is radionuclide and
ignored the crucial fact that its contrast is caused by the difference in concentration
ofradionuclide in the body: Some candidates mixed up the working mechanism with
that of X-ray photography and wrongly reasoned by the attenuation through the
body. In answering (a)(ii), many stated the advantages of other methods such as'less
harmful'and'high resolution'. Part (bXi) was well answered. 磾ough most
candidates knew the meaning of half-life, a lot ofthem failed to point out that the
radionuclide is being removed by a biologicalprocess in (b)(ii). In (b)(iii), not many
were able to get the correct effective half-life. Some of them simply used either
physical or biological half-life in the calculation even though they knew how to apply
the formula of exponential decay.
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It must be stressed that students should complete the assessment tasks honestly and responsibly in acco「dance with
the stipulated requirements. They will be subject to severe penalties for proven malpractice, such as plagiarizing
others'work. The HKDSE Examination Regulations stipulate that a candidate may be liable to disqualification
from part or the whole of the examination, or suffer a mark penalty for breaching the regulations. Students can
refer to the information leaflet HKDSE Examination - Information on School-based Assessment
(http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/DocLibrary/Media/Leatlets/SBA_pamphlet_E_web.pdf) for guidance on how to
properly acknowledge sources of information quoted in their work.
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